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About This Game

Building on the successes of their award-winning Midnight Mysteries adventure series, MumboJumbo has created an all-new
adventure franchise. Boasting interactive backgrounds, story-driven puzzles, an animated main character, voice acting and a rich

narrative filled with twists and turns, Angelica Weaver: Catch Me When You Can is action-packed and sure to be another hit!

Angelica Weaver, a detective on Chicago’s Special Task Force, must use her renowned deductive skills to stop a present day
killer. The only way for her to get ahead of this killer is to first identify a murderer who escaped justice over a hundred years

ago. Angelica has the ability to connect with the dead. Through supersensory visions she is able to jump back and forth between
crime scenes on the streets of historic London and present-day Chicago where the victims reveal to her their final moments.

Work with Angelica as she puzzles her way through the past and uses her insights to stop the pattern in the future in this hidden
object puzzle adventure.

Angelica actively participates as you explore detailed environments and sift through hidden-object scenes for clues. Using
Angelica’s journal and a highly developed hint system, close the case in the present and in the past, by piecing together game-

changing information for an unexpected twist.

Angelica Weaver’s intriguing story is complemented with stunning visuals and sound effects that captivate and surprise. This
compelling adventure, full of challenges and dozens of unique puzzles, delivers yet another thrilling experience from

MumboJumbo.

Be the detective! Angelica Weaver and the city of Chicago enlist your help. 
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Key Features:

A gripping storyline providing many hours of in-depth game play
Over one hundred and fifty realistically rendered scenes
Unique story-driven puzzles
Captivating, life-like main character with voice-over
Collector’s Edition includes a bonus chapter and unlockable unlimited hidden-object play mode, plus additional content
(available on most platforms): concept art, screensavers and wallpapers
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angelica weaver catch me when you can collector’s edition. angelica weaver catch me when you can collector's edition
walkthrough. angelica weaver catch me when you can edition collector

Never played as any country than U.K so i can't really recommend this. Is good for Skirmish Battles and Fighting that country
but i can't say anything else.. I would laugh if it weren't so sad.
Let's just say there's a reason they show you the graphics and not the gameplay in the trailer.. This story doesn't take itself
seriously and, if you want to enjoy it, you shouldn't either. You're in for a cartoony romp with a straightforward plot and lots
and lots of deus ex machina if you play this game. I didn't enjoy as much as I thought I might but that was likely because I went
in with the wrong attitude but I'm certain many people would find its silly and irreverent tone to be quite entertaining as long as
they were aware of it before getting in too deep.. This is a revisit review since Aug.14th.

C-Wars is a combination of Strategy and action. The uniqueness is difficult to describe by words. Personally I think this is going
to be something great.

With the tutorial update, the game is much more clear on controls and gameplay.

Also with so much changes for the past months, it just keep becoming more and more awesome.

Just watch the gameplay video I made:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Sigr1DT64Iw

Keep in mind the game is still in early access phase. Though I'm not too worry about it since they update the game every single
day. Lots of potential and evolving fast, that's what this game is right now.

Will wait for a while let the updates pile and make more edits to the review.

Keep up the good work!. This game has potential, especially if some sort of speed run is implimented, or enemies or something
that just mixes up the gameplay. By the way, it's super easy to get a high score, simply go on builder, place one block and start..
This game feels like the spiritual successor to the classic Sid Meier's Pirates (which is one of my all time favorite games). There
is plenty of land and sea to explore to find loot or combat. The combat system is a little difficult to figure out at first but once
you get the hang of it, its very satisfying to chop[ your foes in half.

It has a similar open world feel to the elder scroll\/witcher franchise, which are also some of my personal favorites. My only
complaint is the controls are a little stiff but overall I see significant potential in this game, especially at this price point. I feel
like I am just beginning to dip my toes into what the game has to offer and I'm looking forward to the secrets this Indie game
holds within.. no wu-tang clan references as advertised,
repetitive tower defense gameplay
bad. juste un test. Great game,
to idle for cards.
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Pros: Voice acting is very well done, can be quite humerous
Cons: Very slow pacing, puzzles are relatively straight forward but drawn out to the extreme.

Honestly this is more of a "mixed" review rather then a complete 'no' but don't get your expectations too high.. Once u get used
to the wonky controls its pretty good. Annoying at times but pretty good.. Adds more fun to an awsome game.. From playing the
Tutorial and one playthrough:

Link is a fairly challenging turn-based strategy game. Balancing risk and reward, the game keeps you on a knife's edge. Do you
send your tired survivors out to look for food, or rest them up, but risk starvation? Do you spend time sitting in the library
gathering research points, or spend precious materials to build a pistol? Do you try for that last cache of supplies on the map,
risking frostbite?

Each character in your crew can be used for one action a day. These vary from building new rooms or clearing away supplies, to
crafting new tools or exploring outside of the ruined ship. Exploration outside moves you to a combat map were you explore for
supplies and either evade or confront the native people who are intent on overwhelming your party. Characters gain experience
and learn new skills, so losing a crew member is always a fearful possibility.

The game graphics are mainly static backgrounds and tokens that you drag across the screen. It plays much like a boardgame,
and has some depth too the decisions you make. Fairly enjoyable experience for the cost, and the replayability is decent:
successfully accomplishing your objectives (which you get to pick at the start of the game), gives you requisition points to
unlock new crew members to start new games with.. OwO
Played Double Peace and will do with this one
: D
. I enjoyed the game but i think it would've been much nicer if I can re-read the entire story once I finished.
(& like other review said it really needs save\/go-back option...). The game is broke. You cant press play to get it started.
Another $20 lost to STEAM.. The gameplay seems extremely basic to me, and then I got frustrated because I always lost. I don't
know perhaps I didn't get it, but this wasn't really a fun experience. Also found it uncomfortable always having to pick stuff up
from the floor.. Solid puzzle platforming. Clever puzzles, satisfying to solve. Just freakin' buy it.
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